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Partition Head Track Attachment Clip

NODRIL™ CLIPS FOR USE ON 24mm WIDE TEE GRID
NO NEED TO DRILL THE TEEBAR FACE
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FURTHER INFORMATION UPON REQUEST

21.1 INT PT
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Packing: 10 gangs of ten Nodril™ Clips per box. Cut clips off as required.		
Note:
According to strength required, cut off the number of clips needed.
Metal material thickness = 0.45mm
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NODRIL™ CLIP INSTALLATION RECOMMENDATION (patented)
The Nodril™ clip has been designed to attach partition
head track channels to exposed tee grids (nom 1200x600,
1200 x 400 or 1200 x 300 module) with a 24mm exposed
lower face without the need to drill into this exposed face.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Nodril™ clips are supplied in gangs of 10 at 100 single
clips per box. A decision should be made at what
centres along the partition head track channel the
Nodril™ clips will be fixed. In a 1200x600 exposed grid
system the centres will be 600 or 1200mm (but never
greater than 1200mm). Depending on the strength
requirement of the installation, the decision of how many
“single Nodril™ clips” will be required, (see strength test
results opposite).
PROCEDURE
With snips, cut off number of clips required for each fixing
point, wrap the chosen clips firmly around the Tee grid
face in the alignment required for the position of the
head track. When all Nodril™ clips are in place check
the alignment of the clips for accuracy and then apply
one pop rivet or the like through the hole provided in

NODRIL™ Drill ceiling tee grid no more

the vertical flange of the tee on each clip. Do not drill
through the face of the tee.
Clean the back of the head track channel at each
fixing point (or the whole channel back) with isopropyl
alcohol to remove oils, grime and dust. Allow the solvent
to dry. Remove the protective covers off the tapes as
required to apply sections of head channel at that
time. Whilst leaving the tape face exposed to the air
for a few minutes is acceptable do not leave exposed
for prolonged periods. When all Nodrils are ready apply
the head channel in the lengths required, press the
channel firmly onto each Nodril™ for a few seconds to
ensure a firm attachment. It should be noted that it is
essential that the head track is positioned on the Nodrils
accurately at the first application as repositioning the
head track is not advisable due to adhesive damage.
PARTITION RELOCATION
Remove partitions in the normal way leaving only the
head track until last. Drill out the rivet at each Nodril™
and lever the clips off the tee face with a screw driver
taking care not to damage the tee face.
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